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Abstract
GraphQL is a flexible and expressive query language. With the objective to replace the flawed and inefficient REST architectural style, GraphQL has been adopted by numerous online APIs and services. Despite its popularity, testing the implementation of a GraphQL schema is a crucial and still an open problem.

We found that classical techniques of test generation may be efficiently applied to GraphQL server. We propose a simple but expressive technique called deviation testing that automatically searches for anomalies in the way a schema is served. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach using an implementation of GraphQL for Pharo and VisualWorks. Running our technique on the popular Yelp and Apollo GraphQL server uncovered several anomalies in the way the schema is served.

1. Introduction
GraphQL is a query language for APIs and a runtime to resolve queries formulated in this language\(^1\). GraphQL provides a complete description of the data in an API in terms of types and fields. This description allows a GraphQL client to request the exact information that it needs in a single request. GraphQL uses these types to ensure that clients only ask for what is possible, providing clear and helpful errors.

Since the GraphQL public release, numerous software systems and programming languages have implemented GraphQL clients and server-side runtimes for resolving queries. These implementations, like any software program, may be subject to functional and performance issues. As far as we know, little effort has been done to improve the reliability of GraphQL servers.

In this paper, we propose Deviation Testing, a technique that measures the difference between a test case and its automatic generated variations, which we call deviations. Our technique takes an existing test case as input and automatically generates variations of this test case by using a set of deviation rules. As a result, deviation testing reports if the variations of the original test case meets or exceeds an acceptance criteria. The goal of Deviation Testing is to increase test coverage and help developers to find potential bugs in their GraphQL implementations and APIs.

\(^1\)https://graphql.org
Our technique is inspired from mutation testing [13, 2] and amplification testing [1]. While mutation testing applies mutation operators to the system under test as a means to measure the strength of a test suite, deviation testing applies deviations (an equivalent of mutation operators) to generate new tests from existing ones as a means to measure the robustness of the API. We present a case study to show evidence of the applicability of our approach in different GraphQL APIs services.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our implementation GraphQL for Pharo and VisualWorks. Section 3 details our approach, deviation testing. Section 4 lists the different deviation operators we employed to generate deviated tests. Section 5 gives an overview of our implementation. Section 6 illustrates our technique with two case studies. Section 7 briefly presents the work related to our effort. Section 9 concludes and outlines our future work.

2. SGraphQL in a Nutshell

This section gives a high-level description of SGraphQL, our implementation of GraphQL for Pharo and VisualWorks, for illustration purpose.

2.1 Schemas and Types

The query language provides its own schema definition language. This schema allows developers to specify the fields and data types that are involved in queries. For instance, consider the following schema definition:

```graphql
type Query{
  allProjects:[Project]
  project(name: String!): Project
}
type Project{
  versions: [Version]
  name: String!
}
type Version{
  number: Double
  author: String
  message: String
}
```

The schema defines three types Query, Project, and Version. Where the type Version has three fields: number, author and message, with types Double, String and String respectively. Double and String are scalar types already defined in SGraphQL.

The type Project has the fields versions and name. The versions field has the type [Version]. In this case, brackets ([ ]) are used to represent a list, therefore [Version] refers to a list of versions. The field name has a type String!, the symbol ! means that this field cannot be null. The type Query contains all the fields that are used as entry-points. We further describe the usefulness of this type in the next section.

2.2 Basic Queries

**Fields.** Fields defined in a type (e.g., Query), represent the classical REST endpoints. The endpoint may be called directly from the client side. For instance, consider the following query:

```graphql
{ allProjects{
  name
  versions{
    number
    author
    message
  }
}
}
```

The query requests all the information of allProjects from the server. Note that, according to the schema defined in the previous section, it returns a list of project objects and the information of the respective fields.

**Field Selection.** A query specifies which objects fields are required. For instance, consider the following query:

```graphql
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
        versions{
            number
        }
   }
}
```

Similar to previous example, it also requests allProjects. However in this case, the query specifies the fields that should be returned of each project object. In this particular example, it request only the name field.

**Arguments.** A query may also accept arguments. For example, consider the following query:

```graphql
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    versions{
      number
    }
  }
}
```

The query uses the endpoint project(name:String) and sends the value "Spy2" as argument. As a result, the server returns only the information of the project Spy2. In addition, the query specifies that only the field number of the versions objects has to be returned. Note that the field name of the project "Spy2" is not in the result, since it was not specified.

---

2.3 Resolvers

In addition to the schema definition and queries, it is necessary to specify how the server will interpret and resolve a request. In our example, we need to specify how the server will handle the endpoints allProjects and project(name: String). In this subsection, we describe how to implement the resolvers in Pharo smalltalk [3].

Schema Types. In SGraphQL, all the types must exist as a class in the image, which is a precondition to safely handle client requests. Therefore, in our example, we should have three classes: Query, Project and Version. For each field in the schema definition a method has to be defined in its corresponding class.

The Query Class. All the fields in the type Query are the entry points. Therefore, the class Query should have methods that correspond to that fields. In our example, we use the following method implementation for allProjects field:

```smalltalk
Query>>allProjects
   "Return a list of the instances of the class Project"
   ... 
```

Field names are directly mapped to the method names. In the case of arguments, argument names are mapped to the selector parts of the method name. The following method implementation is for the field project:(name: String):

```smalltalk
Query>>projectName: aString
   self allProjects detect: [:project | project name = aString ]
```

3. Deviation Testing

Definition. We define deviation testing as a technique that measures the difference between a test case and its automatic generated variations (deviations). The goal of deviation testing is to increase the test coverage and help developers to find potential bugs in their GraphQL implementations.

The deviation test result reports if the variations of the original test case meets or exceeds an acceptance criteria.

Deviation Testing workflow. Figure 1 illustrates the deviation testing workflow. The deviation testing process is summarized in four steps.

• Step 1: Input – Deviation testing takes a test case as input. The test case is used as a seed for the automatic generation and used as the base for the acceptance criteria.

• Step 2: Test Case Variations – Generate small and controlled variations based on the input test case, we refer to these small variations as deviations. These variations are obtained by applying deviation rules on the original query. Deviation rules must consider two aspects: first, how the original test case will change, and second, how this change will affect the original test result.

• Step 3: Test Case Execution – Execute the initial test case and its variations.

• Step 4: Deviation Testing – Measure and compare the difference of the results between the initial test case and its variations. The comparison should determine if the variations of the original test case met or exceeds an acceptance criteria, based on the deviation rules.

4. GraphQL & Deviation Testing

In this section, we propose the application of Deviation Testing to improve the test suite of GraphQL APIs.

4.1 Fields Deviation

Query Deviation. The Field deviation rule generates new queries by adding and deleting fields from the original query. By using the GraphQL schema, we are able to generate all the possible field deviations from the original query. Therefore, this deviation rule may generate a large number of query deviations. For instance, consider the following query deviation, where the field name is deleted from the original query.

Original Query

```graphql
{
  project(name: "Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
      number
    }
  }
}
```

Deviation 1

```graphql
{
  project(name: "Spy2"){
    versions{
      number
    }
  }
}
```

Deviation n

...
4.2 Not Null Deviation

Query Deviation. The Not Null Deviation rule replaces a declared not null argument with null. The GraphQL schema has the information of which arguments cannot be null. Therefore, this deviation may generate an error by sending a null argument. For instance, consider the following deviation:

```
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
{ project(name:1){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
```

Expected Result. It is expected that the result of the deviated query is a subset of the result of the original query. In the previous example, the result of the deviated query should be the same as the original except that the project should not have the name in the result. In the case of a field addition, we have to check if the objects resulting from the query include the added fields.

Assumption. This rule assumes that the result of the original query is not an error and that the field project (name:"Spy2") returns an object. If the original query does not meet this assumption then this rule cannot be applied.

4.3 Type Deviation

Query Deviation. The Type Deviation rule replaces an argument type with another one that does not match with the expected argument type. It is possible because the GraphQL schema contains the type of all the field arguments. For instance, consider the following deviation where a String argument has been replaced by an Int argument.

```
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
```

Expected Result. This deviation expects that the result of the deviated query is a subset of the result of the original query. In the previous example, the result of the deviated query is a subset of the result of the original query. Therefore, this deviation may generate an error by sending a null argument. For instance, consider the following deviation:

```
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
{ project(name:1){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
```

Expected Result. This rule assumes that the result of the original query does not return an error. Similarly, to the previous rule, we expect an error like answer.

Assumption. The original query does not return an error. Therefore, anyone of the deviations should result in a syntax error.

4.4 Empty Fields Deviation

Query Deviation. The Empty Fields Deviation rule deletes all the fields and subfields from the query. We need to consider that a field may be an object that also contains fields (subfields). This rule generates a number deviations, depending of the number of objects in the query. For instance, consider the following query has two possible deviations.

```
{ project(name:"Spy2"){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
{ project(name:1){
    name
    versions{
        number
    }
}
}
```

Expected Result. In GraphQL an object without fields may not be requested. Therefore, anyone of the deviations should result in a syntax error.

Assumption. This rule assumes that the original query does not throw a syntax error. Otherwise, we could not have any conclusion about the result of the deviated query.

5. Implementation

We created a prototype of deviation testing using the previous four rules described above. Our prototype presents different parts as shown in Figure 2. This section describes these parts.

Server Url. We provide a little text area marked as 1 in Figure 2. This text area must contain the url of the selected server to be evaluated.

Initial Query. We give a text area marked as 2 in Figure 2. This text area must contain the initial query with the conditions described on the previous section.

Query Result. Marked as 3 in Figure 2 we have a text area with the response of the selected server to the initial query and the time of response on milliseconds.

Buttons. Below the Query Result we have a set of buttons marked as 4 in Figure 2. Each button has a particular associated action:

- Re Run Test Cases. This button is only useful when are test cases previously generated to run them again.

- Start Testing. This button generates tests using the deviation testing, given the selected server and the initial query.

- Test Connection. This button simply verifies that the server is still active and able to receive incoming requests.
**Results.** This section shows all the tests generated with deviation testing. At the beginning we have general information: the total number of test generated, the number of test successful, the number of test failed and the total response time of the server in milliseconds.

Also just below the general information we present a simple filter to select passed tests and failed tests. After the test generation, the list gives the test cases that are generated. By default each test is compressed and shown as a simple header. By clicking on the header, a generated test case is expanded with the following information:

- **Header.** The header presents some information of the test: the deviation rule used to generate the test case, the number of tests, the state of the test and response time in milliseconds of the server.
  
  Also the header is colored depending on the result of the test, green if is successful, otherwise red.

- **Query.** The new query sent to the server is shown on a text area.

- **Result.** The response of the selected server to the new query is shown on a text area.

**Test Generation.** First, our tool retrieves the schema defined for the GraphAPI specified in the GraphQL Type System. Then the test are generated using the initial query and the deviations rules. In the generation process, our tool attempts to apply the deviation rules from the initial query. For instances, the not null deviation rule will be applied in all the arguments that are defined as not null in the schema. Therefore, the number of tests generated by using this rules is related to the number of not null arguments in the schema. The process is similar of the remaining deviation rules.

To compress an expanded test case, just click on the header of the test.

6. **Case Studies**

This section presents three cases studies, each one describes the results of applying our deviation rules on a GraphQL APIs.

6.1 **Case 1: Smalltalk GraphQL Demo API**

The Smalltalk GraphQL Demo API was designed to essentially perform online demonstration, executes load and performance tests during the development phase. We have designed Demo API as part of SGraphQL.

**Schema.** The Smalltalk GraphQL Demo API has a relatively small schema, given by the Smalltalk GraphQL developers shown on the left side of Figure 3.
Figure 3: Schema and initial query for Smalltalk GraphQL

**Initial Query.** We use an initial seed query given on the right hand of Figure 3. This seed query exercises our schema. This initial query produces a JSON object and does not throw any error during its execution.

**Results.** Applying the deviations rules results in the generation of 48 test cases. Which 38 test cases successfully pass while 10 fail. A closer review reveals that the failing tests related to the deviation rules: *Type Deviation* and *Empty Fields Deviation*. Running deviation testing on the Demo API reveals part of our server that is still under construction. This punctual and small experiment illustrates the application of test-driven development in our development process.

### 6.2 Case 2: Yelp API

Yelp\(^3\) is a well-known application to help user get recommendations about different businesses. Typical usages of Yelp includes requests about restaurants, medical assistance, or cafes.

**Schema.** Yelp has a public GraphQL, therefore we got the schema from the Yelp documentation shown in Figure 4.

---

\(^3\)https://www.yelp.com/developers/graphql/guides/intro

Figure 4: Schema of Yelp

**Initial Query.** We build a initial query based in *Yelp* website documentation and the schema. We make sure that the initial query does not throw any error and returns a set of JSON objects. The query is shown in Figure 5.

**Results.** As a result we generated 94 test cases, for which 5 of them fail and the remaining test cases pass successfully. After a closer look at the deviated queries and the obtained results, we conclude that Yelp API has an issue by handling the *Empty Fields Deviation*. The deviation results produces an HTML 500 error instead of producing a JSON describing the syntax error, as the GraphQL standard requires.
6.3 Case 3: Apollo Demo API

Apollo\(^4\) a set of technologies to help migrate from REST to GraphQL. Apollo includes tools, an engine, and an infrastructure to translate REST API’s to GraphQL Schema. Apollo provide a demonstration website to test GraphQL APIs.

**Schema.** By using the introspection capability of the Apollo GraphQL server, we obtained the schema, as given on the left-hand side of Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>Initial Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| type Author {
  id: Int!
  firstName: String
  lastName: String
} Posts by this author |
| type Post {
  id: Int!
  title: String
  author: Author
  votes: Int
} |
| # the schema allows the following query: type Query {
  posts: [Post] # the list of Posts by this author
} |
| # this schema allows the following mutation: type Mutation {
  upvotePost {
    postid: Int!
  } |

Figure 6: Schema and initial query for Apollo Demo

**Initial Query** Based on this schema, we built the GraphQL query shown on the right side of Figure 6. This query does not throw any error and returns a set of JSON objects.

**Results.** Based on the initial query, our prototype generate 134 test cases, which all of them pass successfully. We therefore conclude that Apollo does not have any flaws regarding the generated tests cases.

7. Related work

This section summarizes testing tools for GraphQL, also tools and techniques focused on generate new tests to improve software development [4, 6].

7.1 GraphQL testing tools

There are different tools to test a GraphQL server. For example there are some frameworks used to test servers on Node.js which are applicable to a GraphQL server. Mocha\(^5\) is one of the popular javascript test framework used to test GraphQL servers in Node.js. Mocha allows one to generate asynchronous testing, run tests serially, generate reports and map the exceptions to the test cases. Other frameworks are available, including SuperTest, Sails.js\(^6\) and Chai\(^7\).

To complement the activity to test a query, the schema itself can also be tested. Mocking\(^8\), from Apollo, allows one to write tests with real queries focusing on the type definition of the schema. These tests are useful to avoid potential type conflicts using mocks.

One important task is to simulate queries and observe the response. It is one feature of using Test Client from Graphene\(^9\). It allows one to test that a query request is rendered by a Django template with certain values.

All the tools mentioned facilitate the creation of tests for GraphQL servers. However none generate automatically new test cases given an initial one.

7.2 Test amplification

There are many works focused on generate new test cases to improve the coverage or find faults on the implementation of software. At following we describe them:

**Mutation testing.** There are many existing works based on mutation testing to improve the coverage of the testing [5]. Mutation testing consists in executing two or more program mutations against the same test suite to evaluate the ability of the test suite to detect this alterations [13].

Baudry [2] presents the mutation testing focused to improve the quality of test cases. This paper shows case studies for automatic testing, using a bacteriological algorithm based on genetic algorithms. Their results show that the adaptations were good heuristics to their goals.

Later Tillman [12] presents parameterized unit testing to improve the coverage of the existing tests, turning the unit tests into parameterized unit tests. This work find inputs for parameterized unit tests using a way to analyze the behavior of a program for all the possible inputs called symbolic execution. Also Smith [11, 10] offers a set of mutation operators to produce new tests and increase the branch coverage. They also highlight the importance of selecting how to mutate the tests.

These related works study the program effects of mutate the tests to improve the coverage and present an considerable effort to generate a mutated test with a known assertion. Contrary to our work we only focus on the schema defined on the server, an initial test case and generate new test cases based on the controlled deviations described.

**New techniques or criteria.** Harder et al. [8] use a technique that generates operational abstractions from test suites, adding cases until the operational abstraction stops changing. Once generated new test cases, they use the operational

\(^4\)https://www.apollographql.com
\(^5\)https://mocha.js.org/#getting-started
\(^6\)https://sailsjs.com
\(^7\)http://www.chaijs.com/api
\(^8\)https://github.com
\(^9\)http://docs.graphene-python.org/en/latest/testing/
difference technique to select the test cases to improve fault detection.

Later Xu [14] on his work, analize the factors affecting test suite augmentation discovering that one of them is the technique used. Xu realize experiments using concolic as a technique to generate test cases and presents his algorithm for directed test suite augmentation. The results show that his algorithm was more effective and efficient than concolic technique on the code coverage.

Fraser [7] presents test generation and mutation to generalize pre and post-conditions, separating the test code from test input. This gives the chance to abstract a large piece of code input with symbolic parameters. Also they identify the relevant behavior using variation, while more errors a post-condition caches, more relevant is.

Later on, Pezze et al. [9] generate new integration test cases from existing unit test cases. To construct more complex test cases they use the information of unit test cases like: how to instantiate classes, how to construct arguments for method calls and the result expected. These test cases are focused on class interactions instead of single methods calls. This work present positive results finding faults on software.

The previous works present different techniques or new criteria to generate test cases improving the coverage or finding faults. Our work is focused on generate test cases for a typed query language. We can predict the expected results thanks to the rules of GraphQL.

8. Discussion & Future Work

We generate new test cases according the deviation rules described on section Section 4. The test generation ends when all the possible combinations are made. However, since we have a limited number of deviation rules, it is not possible cover all possible possible GraphQL queries that may reveal a flaw in a GraphQL server. As future work, we plan to expand the number of deviations rules to cover more cases and help developers to analyze how deviated are their GraphQL APIs.

The test generation also depends of the initial query. Therefore, a different initial query may generate different set of test cases. As future work, we plan to evaluate our approach using different real world initial queries and analyze the effect of the use of multiple initial queries in the test generation and test coverage.

Our prototype apply all the deviations rules over the original initial query, therefore the application order of the rules do not have an impact in generated test cases.

9. Conclusions

This paper presents a practical approach to test the implementation of a GraphQL server. In particular, we focus on determining how close an implementation is from the original GraphQL standard. Our technique, which we call deviation testing, is able to identify anomalies in the implementation by generating queries deviated from an original query. We use a set of deviation rules to generate deviated queries.

We have applied our technique on three case studies, namely SGraphQL, our home-made Smalltalk-based GraphQL server, Yelp, and Apollo. In two of them we found significant deviations from the GraphQL specification.
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